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Short Description

SentryTM provides a new interface between boat owner and their craft. This brand brings innovation to the
world of device and system control on board.SentryTM Remote Switch is an engineered Bluetooth switching
solution.

A downloaded App controls a waterproof 8 x 10Amp switch module that can remotely switch most electrical
circuits on board. Common applications include lighting, electric and electro-hydraulic products, regardless of
brand.

 

https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/remote-switch/id1544964727
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Description

Sentry™ Remote Switch is an innovative piece of hardware designed to simplify life onboard.  Up to 8 devices
on board can be connected into the switch relays and controlled via Bluetooth using a simple app interface. 
The switches can be customised quickly and easily, changing the switch type to either on/off, momentary or
timed, as well as the switch label.  Using a stable Bluetooth connection, the devices on board can be operated
remotely and by multiple users.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=tech.sailstudio.remoteswitch
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Lighting
The Sentry™ Remote Switch can be used to control lighting circuits on board.  Imagine the scenario of
wanting to board your boat from the jetty at night.  It would be ideal to be able to switch on a few courtesy
lights from the pontoon to help you board safely.  With Sentry™ you can.  Open the app, and turn on and off
your connected lights with a single tap or perhaps use the timer switch feature to ensure they automatically
switch off after a chosen length of time. 

Automation
Electrical systems such as TV rise and fall devices or other automatic moving components can be connected
to Sentry™ Remote Switch.  In the app settings, rename the switch feature to suit the application and choose
a momentary switch type for push and hold operation.  Leave multiple traditional remote controls behind
and pull everything into the Sentry™ app.   
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Flexible Control
Electric table pedestals are a perfect candidate for Sentry™ control.  Give everyone on board control of these

devices and remove the need for integrating physical switches into your interior layouts.  Sentry™ Remote
Switch provides a reliable Bluetooth connection that can be accessed anywhere on board.

Boarding with Ease
Radio or infra-red remote controls are the typical method to operate boarding equipment such as gangways. 

With Sentry™, these can be a thing of the past.  Provide your guests on board with access to the device so
that everyone can operate the gangway from their Bluetooth eneabled device.  No more passing around the

remote!
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Additional Information

Finish ABS Plastic

Colour White

Length (mm) 220.00

Height (mm) 85.00

Width (mm) 145.00

No. of Relays 8

Input Voltage 9 - 27 Vdc

Breaker Size 8 x 10A

IP Rating IP65

Connectivity Bluetooth

Input Type Deutsch®
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